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The Zeeman spectrum of the NO molecule in the X 2H1,2, J = ‘/ and J = % rotational 
states has been studied using a molecular beam electric resonance spectrometer. High- 
resolution data were obtained in magnetic fields ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 T. The present 
measurements are combined with relevant data from the literature in a least-squares fit 
to determine basic molecular g factors. Seven molecular g factors and the anisotropy in 
the magnetic susceptibility could be determined, and a value of the electronic quadrupole 
moment Q;; was derived. The most prominent results are g, = 2.002095(40) and Q; 
= -1.201(11) x 10m3” C m2, to be compared with the respective ab initio values which 
are 2.002087 and -0.826 x 10-3R C m*. Furthermore, separate contributions from %+, 
?-, and A* states to the electronic part of the rotational g factor were obtained, show- 
ing that the unique perturber approximation is invalid for the present example. Finally, 
the combination of Zeeman- and zero-field data enabled a separate determination of the 
spin-rotation constant and the centrifugal distortion in the spin-orbit coupling (A,). The 
value of A, derived from experiment is -1.43(20) MHz, in good agreement with the 
theoretical prediction of -1.92(S) MHz. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The ‘II ground state in NO is presently attracting much interest among 
spectroscopists. The richness and spacings of energy levels in this electronic 
state offer opportunities of investigation by a wide variety of high-resolution 
spectroscopic techniques. Vibrational transitions are studied by use of Fourier 
spectrometers, laser magnetic resonance techniques yield information regarding 
the spin-orbit splitting, microwave spectroscopy applies to rotational transitions, 
and A-doubling transitions are detected by molecular beam apparatus. In addi- 
tion, there are electron paramagnetic resonance measurements on the 211uz 
substate. 

The present work yields new high-resolution molecular beam measurements 
of the Zeeman spectrum for the two lowest rotational levels of the 2II,,2 substate. 
As is well known, the Zeeman effect of the paramagnetic 2II3,2 substate 
is governed by the g factor combination g, + l/2 g, = 2. The ‘IIIliz substate, on 
the other hand, shows much smaller Zeeman shifts since in this case the crucial 
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parameter is g, - l/2 g,. According to standard theory the difference g, - l/2 g, 
is expected to yield the radiation correction to g,. There are, however, significant 
contributions to this difference from various relativistic corrections to both g, 
and g, and from second-order corrections to g,. The new molecular beam Zeeman 
data now enable a precise determination (better than 2 parts in 10-4) of the small 
but interesting quantity g, - (1/2)g,. Combined with the EPR determinations of 
g, + l/2 g, separate values of g, and g, are readily obtained with an accuracy of 
about 20 ppm. The relativistic corrections to g, can be computed from ab initio 
calculations to an accuracy of about 5 ppm. Hence, we have the unique opportunity 
to compare an accurate experimental value for g, with an even better theoretical 
prediction. This is a rather unusual situation in molecular spectroscopy. It should 
be noted that the correct value for g, can only be abstracted from the experimental 
Zeeman data if the zero-field spectrum is treated properly. 

A precise value of the nuclear g factor g, has been determined from the 
present Zeeman data on the 2II1,2 substate. A comparison of fitted and theoretical 
(bare nucleus) values of g, provided another opportunity to test the model used 
to describe these complex spectra. Finally, we were able to derive for the tirst 
time in a diatomic 211 molecule the anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility 
which combined with the values of the g factors allows the determination of the 
electronic quadrupole moment. 

In the analysis of the data the emphasis is put on obtaining the basic molecular 
g factors. This is achieved by a weighted nonlinear least-squares fit in which 
the present measurements as well as all other relevant available data were used 
simultaneously. 

2. THEORY OF THE ZEEMAN EFFECT FOR *II STATES 

2.1. The Hamiltonian 

The formal expression for the hamiltonian is 

H = H,, + Hrot + H,,f + H,, (1) 

where H,, denotes the electronic and vibrational contribution, H,,, is the rota- 
tional part, and Hhf refers to the hyperfine interaction. The present paper will 
not be concerned with this zero-field part of the hamiltonian. Explicit expressions 
and relevant matrix elements have been given in previous publications (1-3). 
The Zeeman hamiltonian of a diatomic molecule with a single nuclear spin 
has the general form, 

H, = ,ua(g!L + g,S - g,I + g;R).B. (2) 

Here pa denotes the Bohr magneton and B the external magnetic field. The 
various g factors g,, g,, g,, and gW are in principle unknown adjustable 
parameters. There are, however, rather accurate theoretical estimates to all 
of them. In the standard theory of the Zeeman effect one has g, = 1, repre- 
senting the orbital g factor, and g, = 2.00232 if the radiation correction is in- 
cluded in the electronic spin g factor. The nuclear spin g factor g, = 2.19792(3) 
x lop4 (4) for a bare 14N nucleus, while the predicted nuclear rotational g factor 
in NO gg = -2.722 x 10m4 (2). 
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The Zeeman hamiltonian of Eq. (2) is derived from a reduction of the Breit 
equation to a nonrelativistic form. Reduction to the first Pauli limit yields 
g, = 1 and g, = 2. A reduction to the second Pauli limit produces the following 
corrections to the standard Zeeman hamiltonian: 

H’ = -pBB* C (Ii + 2Si)Ti/mC* - % 
i 

E zN[ vi($) x Ai] ‘Si 

+ s ,.z+,, [ VZ( A) x Ai] 1: + 2sj) 

(3) 

The indices i, j, and N label the electrons and nuclei, respectively. A is the 
magnetic vector potential due to the external field, and Ti denotes the kinetic 
energy of electron number i. The first summation in Eq. (3) represents a relativistic 
correction arising from the electronic mass dependence of the Bohr magneton. 
The next two summations of Eq. (3) are associated with the spin-orbit and spin- 
other-orbit interactions, respectively, whereas the last summation stems from 
the orbit-orbit interaction. Hence, we denote the four summations of Eq. (3) as 
relativistic, spin-orbit, spin-other-orbit, and orbit-orbit types of corrections, 
respectively. The terms proportional to si or sj in Eq. (3) add directly to the elec- 
tronic spin g factor g,, whereas the term proportional to Ii and the orbit-orbit 
type of correction add to gl. Ab initio values of these various corrections are 
given in Table III, and they will cause deviations from the simple values g, = 1 
and g, = 2 which are substantial compared to the present experimental accuracy. 

The motion of the nuclear center of mass yields another small correction to the 
orbital g factor g, and is obtained from (2) 

H CM = -cLl3 M “, M B-CL + C ri X Pj), 
0 N i,j(i#j) 

where MO and MN denote the nuclear masses. 

(4) 

2.2. Second-Order Corrections 

A theoretical model of the Zeeman effect of a *II state is not adequate unless 
second-order terms due to the interaction with 2A, 75+, and 2X- states are in- 
cluded. These second-order effects give rise to both new adjustable Zeeman 
parameters and to corrections on g, and gg. This topic has been treated 
previously in detail (2, 3), and only the main features are reproduced here. The 
effective orbital g factor gl,eff, including second-order terms, takes the form: 

gz,eff = gl + (Sl - 8% 
(2Av’~L+~211u)(2Av’~BL+~211v) 

E nv - EAV 

-c (2Hu(L+12~u’)(2HUIBL+12~u’) , @) 

~X.,U’ E nu - Ew 1 
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while the molecular rotational g factor becomes 

g, = g; - g' R. 

The electronic contribution gS is defined by 

(2Av’ IL+ I’IIv) (*AD (BL, 1 *IIv) 

E nr - E,,, 

(6) 

+c (*~uIL+~*~u’)(*nuIBL+~*CU~) 
YX,C’ Em. - Ext.< 

] . (7) 

The three newly introduced g factors are the two “R-doubling” g factors gg and 
g,:, and Ag, given by 

ks = Wg/ - g;> 
(2Av’~~+~2~v)(2Au’~AL+~211u) 

Enr - EA,t 

where the phase factor (- l)S equals + 1 for *C.+ states and - 1 for ‘X- states. 
The presently used second-order g factors are equivalent to those introduced 
by Brown et ul. (6) from a different coupling scheme (case (a,)). 

The problem arising from the high correlation between the spin-rotation 
coupling constant y and the centrifugal distortion AD in the spin-orbit coupling 
constant, in spectroscopic data of a *II state also affects the determination of 
the g factors. In a previous investigation (3) it was shown that this problem could 
be removed by a basis transformation merging the parameters AD, y, and Ag,, 
yielding two new effective parameters, 

Aj, = AD - 
ZY& 

A, - 2B, 
(10) 

and 

g, = [% y(gs - g:, - Ag,B,II(A, - 2B,). (11) 

Here B, and A, denote the rotational constant and spin-orbit coupling constant, 
respectively. 

The spin-rotation coupling is included by the effective hamiltonian 

HsR = yN.S, (12) 

where the coupling constant y has both first-order and second-order contributions. 
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It can easily be shown that 

y = y”’ - c (*IIv 1 AL, ) “Cd) (WV IBL, I%‘) 

2XX Em - Ew 

_ c (2Av’ 1 AL+ 1 211v) (*Av’ IBL, 1 211v) 

2A.C' En, - EAU 
(13) 

The first-order part fl) is normally expected to be dominated strongly by the 
second-order contribution, which also seems to be the case for NO. If -y(l) is 
neglected, y is often estimated from the A-doubling parameter p. Obviously, 
this procedure is correct only for the rare cases in which the second-order terms 
arise solely from the interaction of the 211 state with either ?5+ or 2C- states. 
However, as will be shown below, there is a dominant second-order contribution 
from 2A states in NO. Hence the A-doubling parameters should appear only in 
the parity-dependent terms in the secular matrix. The parity-independent 
second-order terms are completely absorbed by the effective rotational constant, 
the effective spin-orbit coupling constant, and the effective spin-rotation 
constant y (I, 3). If we assume that the electronic and vibrational motions are 
completely separable and ignore the vibrational dependences in (En*. - Eb,,) 

and (E,, - I&.,), an estimate for y can be obtained from the definitions of y 
and Ag, (y(” neglected): 

Y = -2Ag,B,. (14) 

2.3. Diamagnetism and Magnetic Shielding 

The observable diamagnetism arises from the joint contribution of a first-order 
term and a second-order (high-frequency) part. The origin of the first-order con- 
tribution is the diamagnetic hamiltonian, 

2 

H, = C k A;, 
n 2m,c* 

(15) 

where the summation includes electrons as well as nuclei. The second-order con- 
tribution from the Zeeman hamiltonian of Eq. (2) accounts for the high-frequency 
part. The nuclear part of Eq. (15) yields an insignificant contribution for the 
present case and is neglected. The matrix elements in the presently used basis 
( fl f&F MF) can be obtained from a rather straightforward calculation. The rele- 
vant matrix elements for a W state of the effective diamagnetic hamiltonian Hb 

are given by 

( 211fifIIFMF 1 H;, 1 2KIlnfiIF’MF ) 

= -(l/3)B2(x,, - x1)(-1) n+n’-9(2F + 1)(2F’ + 1)]“2 

F 2 F’ F 2 F’ 
X 

MF 0 -Mp I( (a + a,) 0 -(a + a,> * 
(16) 

The new adjustable parameter xl1 - x1 (anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility) 
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is defined by 

+ 5 (“II 1 (3zF - r:))‘n), (17) 
I 

where the summation index i now runs over electrons only. The high-frequency 
contribution to x,, - x1 may now be rewritten in terms of the electronic rotational 
g factor gg (Eq. (7)), using approximations similar to those used to derive Eq. (14), 

xl1 - xI = (1/2)&gHgl - gZ)lB, + (e2/(8m))(*rI 1 (32: - rT)j211). (18) 

The electric quadrupole moment, 

Qf = -(e/2~nI 1 (32: - r:)[“II), (19) 

can be calculated from the fitted values for (xl, - xl) and the g factors. 
The phenomenon known as magnetic shielding is closely related to diamag- 

netism. In Eq. (15), Ai is replaced by 

Ai = Aiext - I*Bgl 
l-4 x ri 

4nr$ ’ 
(20) 

where Aj exl represents the external magnetic field, while the last part of Eq. (20) 
stems from the nuclear magnetic moment. Substitution of Eq. (20) in Eq. (15) 
gives rise to cross-terms between the external and nuclear fields that modify 
the contribution of the nuclear g factor g, (Eq. (2)). The effective (shielded) 
nuclear spin g factor is given by (7) 

(21) 

Here uav represents the average nuclear shielding, and YIN denotes the distance 
between electron number i and the nucleus with spin. Additional magnetic 
shielding contributions arising from cross-terms between the hype&e and 
Zeeman hamiltonians of Eq. (1) can be described by a single new parameter 
(o,, - oI). No further details are discussed here since the accuracy of the 
present experimental data is too low to obtain significant values for the shielding 
constants. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The present Zeeman spectra were obtained with the molecular beam electric 
resonance spectrometer which has previously been used to study the zero field 
hyperfine A-doubling constants in NO (8). The apparatus has been described in 
detail elsewhere (9). 

The magnetic field was produced with a Bruker Physik electromagnet that is 
capable of producing a field up to 0.87 T. The field homogeneity along the 8-cm-long 
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TABLE I 

Observed Transition Frequencies (in MHz) of the 2r11,2, J = l/2 state of 
NO in Various Magnetic Fields 

F+ $+ - “F- F 0.099957(20) T 0.199381(49) T 0.399954(80) T 0.80031(16) T 

312 312 312 312 427.8297(10) 424.4858(10) 417.744(2) 404.313(2) 
l/2 l/2 429.3756(10) 428.459(2) 429.101(2) 

-l/2 -112 433.7900(10) 437.014(2) 444.680(2) 
-312 -312 434.5337(10) 437.9023(10) 444.644(2) 458.173(2) 
312 112 426.053(3) 421.654(3) 414.929(3) 
112 312 427.809(3) 
112 -l/2 

-l/2 112 
-1i2 -3j2 
-312 -112 

l/2 l/2 l/2 l/2 
-l/2 -l/2 
l/2 -l/2 

-l/Z l/2 

312 l/2 l/2 l/2 
-l/2 -l/2 
312 l/2 

430.537(3) 
432.629(3) 
434.718i3) 
436.979(3) 

207.723(2) 
203.406(2) 
205.412(3) 
205.717(3) 

410.486(2) 
411.422(2) 
407.164(3) 

424.548(3) 
430.502(3) 
434.971(3) 
438.402(3) 
443.276(3) 

208.607(2) 
200.248(2) 
204.248(3) 
204.608(3) 

409.148(2) 
411.304(2) 
402.346(3) 

418.485(3) 
431.754(3) 
442.027(3) 
446.170(3) 
456.686(3) 

207.939(2) 
192.753(2) 
200.652(3) 
200.039(3) 

404.942(2) 
410.579(2) 
390.770(3) 

l/2 -l/2 408.170(3) 404.791(3) 397.655(3) 
-l/2 l/2 413.739(3) 415.662(3) 417.867(3) 
-312 -l/2 414.610(3) 417.563(3) 422.586(3) 

l/2 l/2 312 l/2 226.610(Z) 227.916(2) 232.097(2) 
-l/2 -l/2 225.773(2) 225.963(2) 226.851(2) 
l/2 312 225.045(3) 224.007(3) 221.480(3) 
l/2 -112 227.773(3) 229.961(3) 234.751(3) 

-l/2 l/2 224.614(3) 223.917(3) 224.199(3) 
-l/2 -312 226.698(3) 227.349(3) 228.343(3) 

transition region was 2 parts in 105. The magnetic fields have been measured with a 
Bruker B-NM 12 NMR probe outside the vacuum tank of the beam apparatus. 
The fluctuations in the field during the time of the measurements were smaller 
than 1 part in 105. The values of the magnetic field strength for relative purposes 
could be determined to 3 parts in 105. However, because it was not possible to 
measure the field at the position of the molecular beam, it is felt that the absolute 
magnetic field was known only to 2 parts in 104. 

The observed Zeeman spectra involve the AJ = 0 electric dipole allowed 
transitions in the J = i/2 and 3/2 rotational states of the V1,* level. The magnetic 
field strengths range from 0.1 to 0.8 T. The results are presented in Tables I and II. 
The errors indicated on the values for the field strength represent the absolute 
uncertainties, while the errors in the frequencies are determined by the line- 
widths of the spectral lines and stability of the magnetic field. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. The Least-Squares Fit 

The present Zeeman data on the 2111,2, J = 1/2, and J = 3/z levels were combined 
with all available high-precision data for the lowest vibrational level in a weighted 
nonlinear least-squares fit. In this way a total of 23 parameters were determined 
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TABLE II 

Observed Transition Frequencies (in MHz) of the 2H112, J = % state of NO 

F+ ” F+ F_ “F- 0.50019(10) T 0.80020(16) T 

512 5/2 
312 

512 

312 

l/2 

-112 

-312 

-312 

-512 

-512 

512 512 

512 

312 

312 

312 

-l/2 

-l/2 

-312 

-312 

-512 

312 312 512 312 

l/2 312 

l/2 l/2 

-l/2 112 

l/2 -l/2 

-l/2 -l/2 

-312 -l/2 

-312 -312 

-312 -512 

512 312 312 312 

-112 l/2 

-l/2 -112 

-312 -112 

-l/2 -312 

-312 -312 

l/2 l/2 

-112 

312 -112 

l/2 l/2 

-l/2 

3l2 II2 

-l/2 

l/2 -l/2 

512 l/2 

-l/2 

781.210(l) 
931.283(S) 
736.869(2) 
886.938(3) 
1039.994(3) 
1030.246(8) 
1054.378(10) 
931.283(5) 
952.667(8) 
821.186(l) 

707.500(l) 
872.820(5) 
818.564(8) 
989.096(10) 
707.500(l) 
877.966(8) 

759.632(l) 
b28.153(10) 

718.476(15) 
1018.778(15) 
858.253(8) 

695.640(8) 

719.941(2) 

503.00215) 
523.643(8) 

409.844(10) 

479.855(10) 386.110(15) 

625.626(l) 602.749(l) 
695.639(l) 684.190(l) 

769.221(2) 
1012.889(B) 

963.020(8) 
1216.939(5) 

1251.590(15) 
1039.378(10) 
1060.715(10) 
833.182(2) 

689.895(2) 
949.401(10) 
890.859(8) 
1162.299(10) 

972.365(10) 
760.152(l) 
532.616(8) 

720.059(10) 
1229.798(20) 
975.597(15) 
999.075(10) 

735.557(8) 

simultaneously, comprising 2 rotational, 2 fine structure, 4 A-doubling, 7 hyperhne, 
and 8 Zeeman parameters. The experimental data used in addition to the present 
ones are as follows: new accurate microwave rotational transitions below 500 GHz 
(lO),l radiofrequency A-doubling transitions (8), combination differences from 
high-resolution Fourier spectra (II), laser magnetic resonance frequencies (12), 
low-field Zeeman data for the 2f11,2, J = 1/2-3/2 transition (23), electron paramag- 
netic resonance data for the 2fI3,2, J = 3/2, 5/2 sublevels (Id), and some new mm 
wave rotational lines (J = 15’2 + 17/2, J = 17/2 + 19/2, J = 19/2 + 21/2) (1.5). 
The weighted rms error of the fit was 1.61, which indicates that the differences 
between observed and computed frequencies on an average are 1.61 times the 
estimated measurement errors. This figure seems satisfactory in view of the various 
different types of data fitted simultaneously. 

Except for AD and y the present investigation yields no essential new informa- 

’ Frequencies for the following rotational transitions were used: J = Yz-%, 5/z-%, and ‘h-g/2 

for both substates. and L/-3/2 for the *IIliz substate. The measurement errors range from 0.02 to 
0.05 MHz. 
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tion on the zero-field parameters; hence, their fitted values will not be repro- 
duced here. 

4.2. g Factors 

Fitted values of the g factors gl,eff, g,, and g,(l - oav) are given in Table III. 
The combination of the present 2111,2 Zeeman data with those available for the 
2&,2 substate (14) enables an accurate simultaneous determination of the orbital 
as well as the electronic spin g factors. The 2111,2, J = ‘/z singular level in 
particular yields new and interesting information, since its Zeeman effect is in 
this case governed by the small quantity gl,eff - l/2 g,, the nuclear spin g 
factor and the second-order g factor g?. 

The theoretical (ab initio) value of g, has been computed previously (16, Z7), 
and the agreement with the experimental one is excellent. This good agreement 
can be fortuitous, but it might also indicate that the absolute uncertainty in 
the magnetic field measurements of Brown and Radford (24) on the 2113,2 EPR 
spectrum is lower than that estimated by the investigators. 

The theoretical (ab initio) value of g, represents the deviation from unity due 
to the relativistic correction - ( T)/mcZ, the orbit-orbit part of Eq. (3), and the 
center-of-mass correction, Eq. (4). The computed values of these corrections are 
in the order mentioned above: -1.37 x IO-“, -2.1 x 10p5, and -1.3 x lO-‘j. 
The latter two corrections have been calculated in the one-center approximation. 
The difference between the fitted value of g I,eff and the theoretical value of g,, 
which is 6.5(2.0) x 10e5, is now attributed to the second-order contribution to 

gl,eff in Eq. (5). 
Table III also reveals an excellent agreement between the fitted value of 

g,(l - oav) and the unshielded (bare N-nucleus) value. Hence, the present 
Zeeman data do not yield a significant magnetic shielding contribution. This 
result agrees very well with the ab initio value for glcT,, = 8.6 x lop8 (18), 
whereas the standard deviation of g,(l - oav) from the fit is 10e7. 

Table III shows the fitted values of the total rotational g factor g, and of 
the “A-doubling” g factors g$ and gt . The calculated nuclear contribution 
g$’ to g, is also listed, together with the electronic part g$ which is derived 
from Eq. (6). 

From the fitted value of gg, the value of g; and the difference gl,eff - g, 
(theor.), we can separate the contributions from the ‘C+, 2X-, and 2A states 
to gl,,rf, g$, and gj$. The results for gx are shown in Table III. The dominant 
contribution stems rather unexpectedly from the 2A states, whereas the interaction 
with 2C- states only slightly outweighs that with 2z+ states. Table III also gives 
ab initio values for the contribution to g$(2C+) from the A 2Z+ state, and to 
gK2z-) from the G 22- state (29). The disagreement with the present derived 
results indicates that gg contains contributions from several %+ and ?- states. 
Hence, there is no unique perturbing state for the Vl ground state, and the pure 
precession model is obviously invalid. Accordingly, the explanation for the 
A-doubling of the 211 ground state is more complex than previously believed (20), 
since there are considerable contributions from 2X+ states. 
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4.3. Separare Values of AD and y 

Fitted values of the two remaining Zeeman parameters gT and (x,, - xi) are 
given in Table III. This table also lists the fitted value of AL. With the help of 
Eq. (14) separate values for Ag,, y, and the true centrifugal distortion constant 

TABLE III 

Molecular Parameters for the *II Ground State (u = 0) in NO as Determined from the Present Fit, 

Derived Quantities, and Theoretical Calculations 

f&m"tity Experimental valuea Theoretical value 

%,eff 
0.999906(20) 0.999841b 

gs 
2.002095(40) 2.002087b 

gl(l-O, )X104 2.1984(10) 2.19792(3)= 

gR x104 1.459(30) 

gg x104 0.303(12) 

* x104 
gA 

35.8512(70) 

gT xl04 -1.020(30) 

(XII -x,) (10 -31 J/T2) -54(47) 

A; (MHz) 5.4973(17) 

N 
gR x104 -2.722 

g; x104 -4.181(30) 

g;?L+)xlo4 -1.059(50) 

+2,-)x104 -1.362(50) 

gr;(%) x104 -1.76(10) 

ge(%+)x104 
g2- 

-0.14d 

g,( z )x104 -0.52d 

agsx104 24.01(70) 

Y(MHZ) -244.1(7.0) 

$(MHz) -1.43(20) -1.92(E) 

Numbers in parenthesis represent one standard deviation. The standard 
. . . devlatlo”s ;; 8e,efgi, iss’ gR; $2 and gT resulting from the fit ate 88 

low as 4.10 , 7'10 , 1.10 , 2.10-7, and 1.10 -6 , respectively. Those 
given in the table have been enhanced to take account of the absolute 

uncertainties in the magnetic field measurements in the EPR spectrum 

(E), and in the present work. 

Theoretical (ab initio) values of gQ and g,. The two-electron, two- 

center integrals previously neglected in the computation of g, (16, g) 

have now been included. 

1.9.1o-5. 

Their effect is to lower the g,-value by 

Unshielded value of gI. 

These valuesrepresent the ab initio contributions to gh('Z+) frm the 

A2r+ state, and to g;(%-) from the C2L- state (12). 
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AD in the spin-orbit coupling can be computed. The results are given in 
Table III. Although the correlation between g, and Ag, is not lOO%, an at- 
tempt to obtain separate fitted values of AD, y, and Ags failed. A possible con- 
fusion between Ag, and the susceptibility parameter (x, - xl) (3) is ruled out 
by the data on the 2111,2 singular level. 

The value obtained for AD may now be compared with theoretical predictions. 
The dependence of the spin-orbit coupling constant A on the internuclear distance 
R is approximated by 

A(R) = A, + A,(R - RJR, + A,(R - R,)?R;, (22) 

where A, and AZ are independent of R. Similarly, the spin-orbit coupling con- 
stant in the vibrational stave u is given by 

A, = A, - q(u + 1%) + PA(v + ‘/2)“, (23) 

where (Y,., and PA denote another set of constants. If A is assumed to depend 
linearly on R (AZ = 0) one has (21,22) 

AD = 2(A,+, - A~?&=D 

B, - B,,, + 6B$/w, . 
(24) 

For NO in its X 211 state, Eq. (24) yields AD = -3.00 MHz. This value does not 
agree too well with the experimental value. Zaidi and Verma (23) have derived a 
better approximation for AD that allows a nonlinear dependence of A on R, i.e., 
both the linear and quadratic terms in Eq. (22) are retained. AD is then determined 
byA, and A,, which can be expressed in the constants czA and Pa. The full expression 
for AD is rather complex and will not be reproduced here. Accurate values of 
(YA and PA have recently been obtained from high-resolution Fourier spectroscopy 
(11): ffA = 0.23404(47) cm-‘, and PA = -5.11(21) X lop3 cm-‘. The theoretical 
prediction for AD becomes AD (theor.) = - 1.92(8) MHz, where the indicated 
uncertainty stems from the errors in (Y A and PA. So the theoretical VdUe Of AD 
derived from the more sophisticated approximation is in good agreement with the 
experimental one (Table III). The difference is small enough to be accounted for 
by the approximate relation (Eq. (14)) used to derive the “experimental” value 
of AD. The present results also show that the assumption of a linear dependence 
of A on R is not justified for the ground state of NO. 

4.4. The Electronic Quadrupole Moment 

The fitted value of the susceptibility parameter (Xl, - XL) given in Table III 
may at a first glance seem rather insignificant. However, (x,, - xl) contains two 
different significant contributions of opposite sign, both of which have estimated 
numerical values which are considerably larger than (xl, - Xi) itself. From the 
experimental value of (x,, - Xl) and with the help of Eqs. (18) and (19) we can 
determine the electronic quadrupole moment Q{ = -26.8(3) (atomic units) 
= - 1.201(11) x 1O-38 C m2. An ab initio value for Qt based on an accurate CI 
calculation (18) gives Q;; (ab initio) = -18.4 (atomic units). The error limit 
given for the experimental electronic quadrupole moment might be too optimistic 
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in view of the approximations made to derive Eq. (18). However, in our opinion 
the agreement between the observed and theoretical values is encouraging. 
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